madness starts…children discover how different machines, both simple and
complex, are used in our daily lives! Kids design simple machines using
pulleys, wedges, screws and levers and have fun learning how catapults
work! We use the skills we've learned to build a Mad Science robot that we
can keep, all while learning the science of robotics!
“Fizz”-ical Phenomena & Che-Mystery (Ages 6-11)
Have a ton of fun as we whip up potions and experiment with all kinds of
chemical reactions, including growing our own crystals, making sidewalk
chalk, and learning the science of chromatography on a Mad Science Lab
Coat we get to keep!! Mix it up as we experiment with molecular madness,
radical reactions, and “ﬁzz”-ical and chemical reactions. Discover what
those crazy chemists are really up to in their laboratories!

Reactions in Action (Ages 6-11)
Junior Mad Scientists dive into the realms of the Chemical and Physical
world in this crazy week of non-stop action – and Reaction! Kids explore
our wonderlab and ﬁnd eggs that don't break, ice that doesn't melt,
and discover how to freeze time! Our young chemists perform
spectacular hands on experiments and continue the fun at home with
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Mad Science and NASA
have teamed up to bring
you the excitement and
wonder of space in this
new voyage of discovery.
Explore the farthest
reaches of our solar
system. Probe the
mysteries of meteors and
bounce around satellite
light as you learn about
space phenomena!
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